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Abstract 
We consider standard first passage percolation on zd: {x(e) : e an edge of Z d } is i.i.d, family 
of random variables with distribution F. Denote by a0,, the first passage time from the origin to 
(n, 0, ..., 0). We show that there exists a path called a route with passage time a0,n if F(0) > p,.. 
Indeed, we can show that if F(0) > pc, any route of a0,n has to stay in the infinite cluster ~ 
with X(e)  = 0 except a few edges. We also show that if F(O) > Pc, limEao, n = p(F) exists, 
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1. Introduction and statement of results 
We consider Z d as a graph with edges connecting each pair o f  vertices x and y with 
II x -- Yll = 1. To each edge e we attach a non-negative random variable X(e) .  The 
basic assumption is that the random variables {X(e)  " e E Z d} are i.i.d. We denote by 
F the common distribution and assume that 
F (0 - )  = 0, and EX(e)  < oc. 
More formally, we consider the fol lowing probabil ity space. As sample space we 
take f2 = l-Ie~za[0, oo), points o f  which are represented as w = (X (e )  : e E Z a) are 
called configurations. Let P be the corresponding product measure on ~. Expectation 
and variance with respect to P are denoted by E and Var, respectively. For any two 
vertices u and v, a path 7 from u to v is an alternating sequence (vo, e l ,v l  ..... en, vn) 
of  vertices and edges in Z a with v0 = u and vn = v. Define the passage t ime of  7 as 
t(V) = ~i~=lX(e i ) .  For any two sets A and B o f  vertices of  Z a we define 
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the first passage time from A to B as 
T(A,B)  = inf{t(y) : y a path from some vertex in A to some vertex in B}. 
Let 
amn = T((m,O ..... 0),(n,0,...,0)), 
bran = inf{T((m, 0 ..... 0),(n, k2 ..... kd)) : k2 ..... kd E Z}. 
It is well known (see Kesten, 1986) that 
1 1 (1) lim -ao ,= lim bo,=/~a.s, and inL  1 
. ---+ O0 n .-~-+ O0 
and # -- 0 if and only if F(O) >~ pc, where Pc = pc(d) is the critical probability for 
Bernoulli (bond) percolation on Z a and ~t is a non-random constant. ~t is called the 
time constant. For convenience, we also define for any x E Z a 
c~,. = T(x,x + OB(n)), (2) 
where B(n)  = [-n,n] a and ~B(n) is the set of  the boundary of  B(n). For simplicity, 
let c0,, = cx,, if x = (0, ..., 0). Indeed, it is an essential question to show the existence 
of a path with passage time T(A,B)  for certain sets A and B. I f  such a path exists, 
we say the path is a route of T(A,B). So far the existence of such routes for a0,, 
and b0,, has been proved only for all F if d = 2 and for F(0) < Pc if d > 2 (see 
Kesten, 1986). However, it is obvious that the routes of  co,, always exist since route 
can be chosen in paths which are from the origin to ~B(n) inside B(n). This is an 
advantage of the definition of  (2). In fact, we will show the existence of routes for 
T(A,B)  by using (2) and other results. Another advantage of definition (2) is that c0m 
is monotone increasing. With this observation let us define 
lim co,, = p(F). (3) 
In this paper we only focus on the behavior of the supercritical first passage perco- 
lation, i.e., F(0)  > Pc. In fact, so called critical case F(0)  = pc is more complicated. 
We will discuss it in a separate paper (see Zhang, 1995). Note that F(0) > Pc so that 
there exists the unique infinite connected set of  edges e with X(e)  = 0 (see Aizenman 
et al., 1987). We denote the set by cal. Clearly, travel along edges from c~ costs no time. 
Indeed, Kesten, 1986 proved that b0,, is bounded with probability one if F(0) > Pc 
and a0,, is tight when F(0)  > 1. With these results, on one side we might intuitively 
convince ourselves that any route of  co,, would like to travel in c# since there is no 
cost in c#. However, on the other side, we may suppose that c~ is surrounded by its 
"thick peel", i.e., each edge in the boundary of  c# has strictly positive passage time. 
Note that X(e)  can take a very small value so that each route or one route of  c0,n 
may not be capable of  penetrating the peel. For d = 2, it was proved (see Zhang and 
Zhang, 1984 for details) that c# contains a finite circuit on Z 2 with X(e)  = 0 almost 
surely. Therefore, for d = 2 any route of  c0,n has to stay in c# eventually after the 
route reaches the finite circuit. However, when d > 2 and Pc < F(0) < 1 -Pc ,  there 
is no such finite "surface" with X(e)  = 0 surrounding the origin. It is not obvious 
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whether a route will reach cg eventually. One of the purposes of this paper is to show 
that any route of c0,~, or a0,,, or b0,n will stay in ~ after a few edges. More precisely, 
we will give the following probability estimate. 
Theorem 1. I f  F(O) > Pc, then there exists a C such that for an)' integer m and n 
P(~ a route r~ of  co,~ with ]r~ \ ~61>~rn)<~ exp(-Cml/a).  (4) 
Throughout his paper, C or Ci stands for a strictly positive constant which may 
depend on F but not on n and m, whose value is of no significance to us. In fact the 
value of C or Ci may change from appearance to appearance. 
As, we pointed previously, it is an essential question to discuss the existence of 
routes for both a0,n and bo,~. Here we show that 
Theorem 2. There exist routes for both ao, n and bo,, (f F(O) > pc. 
Remark. Indeed, it is not hard to adapt the proof of Theorem 2 to show the existence 
of a route for T(A,B) for any two sets A and B in Z a if F(0) > Pc. 
Furthermore we also give the following probability estimates related to ao.~ or bo,,. 
Theorem 3. l f  F(O) > Pc, then there ex&ts a C such that for any integers m and n 
P(3  a route r of  ao,~ with I r \  ~Jl>~m)<~ exp( -Cm l/a) (5) 
and 
P(~ a route r of bo,, with Ir \ ~l>~m)<~ exp(--Cml"d). (6) 
Remark. Let rm be a route of c0,~. Once route rm meets ~, the remainder of rm has 
to stay in c~ forever. Then rm has only the first k edges (from the origin) which are 
not in ~ if Irm \ c~[ = k. Similarly, let rm be a route of a0,~. Then only the first kl 
edges which connect he origin and the last k2 edges which connect (n,O ..... O) of rm 
are not in ~ if Irm \ c~J = kl + k2. 
By the existence of routes of  a0,n and b0,n, we can define 
N°m,~ = inf{ the number of edges in r : r is a path with t(r) -= Omn}, 
where 0 = a or b. With this definition, it was claimed in Zhang (1993) that if F(0) > 
pc(d), then 
1 0 lira -N6 , - -2  a.s. and inL  1, (7) 
n ---~ ~ n 
where 2 is a non-random constant which only depends on F. However, Zhang (1993) 
only proved (7) (see (38) below) for Bernoulli distribution F. It is not trivial to 
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improve F to a general distribution. Here we complete the proof of Zhang (1993) for 
any F as follows. 
Theorem 4. (7) holds for any F with F(O) > Pc. 
If we consider the processes of a0,~ and bo, n, we also have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. Suppose that F(O) > pc. Then we have the followin9 results related to 
the means of ao,, and bo,~. 
lim Eao, n = 2Ep(F) and lim Ebo, n = Ep(F). (8) 
n ---~ o0  n .---~ o f ]  
Moreover, for any x E Z d, the same argument of  (8) will imply that 
lim ET(O, nx) = 2Ep(F) 
n- - -~ oo  
I f  we only focus on a0,, and bo, n, then we show that 
ao,, is tioht , (9) 
and 
lira inf ao, n = p(F) a.s., and lim sup a0,n 
n- - -~oo  n - - - *oc~ 
= oea.s., and lim bo, n = p(F) a.s. (10) 
n ---+ o~ 
Remark. Combining (1) with Theorem 6, we have 
N ~ 2Ep(F) if F(0) > pc, (i 1) 
Eao, n (n#(F)  if F(0) < Pc, 
where an ~ bn means that lim ~ = 1. Certainly, we can understand the behavior of 
the first passage percolation both in the subcritical case and in the supercritical case 
from (11). 
Next we study the behaviors of Ep(F) (see (3) above) when F(0) > Pc. We are 
unable to give a precise relation between Ep(F) and F, but we can show the following 
basic properties. 
Properties. Under the assumption F(O) > Pc and E(X(e))  k < oo for k >~ 1, 
(a) E(p(F))  k < cx~; 
(b) 0 < Var(p(F)) < oo; 
(c) Ep(F1)<~Ep(F2) if Fz(x)<~Fl(x) for all x; 
(d) I f  Fn(O) ~ F(O) and both Fn and F are Bernoulli distributed, then Ep(Fn) 
Ep(F) as n ~ oo. 
2. Proofs 
In this section we will only prove all theorems for d ~> 3. In fact, it is easy to show 
the results when d --- 2. We first need some notations. For any two sets of vertices A 
and B let A --, B be the event that there exists a path with X(e)  = 0 from a vertex of 
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A to another vertex of B. Instead of considering the infinite cluster of X(e)  = 0 on the 
Z J lattice, one can also consider such cluster on (Z+) 2 x {0 . . . . .  k} d-z, where Z+ is the 
set of all non-negative integers. In obvious notation we write pc(k,d) for the critical 
probability on such graph. Grimmett and Marstand (1991) have proven that 
lim pc(k ,d)= Pc. (12) 
k ~,::x: 
For each B(n) and B(m) with m < n, let E(n,m) be the event that there exists a path 
r with X(e)  = 0 form OB(m) to OB(n) inside B(n) \ B(m) such that r 74 ~, where 
r 7 ~ ~ means r N c6 = 13. It follows from the proof of the Proposition in Kesten and 
Zhang (1990) that for F(0) > Pc there exist C1 and C2 such that 
We also present some basic percolation facts without proof since the proofs are very 
similar to the results in Grimmet (1989, section 6.9) or the Proposition in Kesten and 
Zhang (1990). 
For F(0) > Pc, let A, be one of the largest clusters with X(e) = 0 in B(n) \B(n -k ) ,  
where k is an integer such that F(0) > pc(k - l,d). 
Fact 1. For F(O) > Pc there exist 6 > O, Cl and C2 such that 
P(IA, I > 6n)>~ 1 - Ca exp(-C2n). (14) 
Furthermore, 
P(A, -+ ~)~>1 - C1 exp(-Czn). (15) 
I f  An is not unique, then there exist two same size big disjoint clusters with X(e)  = 
O. We estimate the probability of such an event to be very small. 
Fact 2. I f  F(O) > Pc, there exist C1 and C2 such that 
P(~ a unique An)>>, 1- C1 exp(-Czn). (16) 
We denote by An(l) and An(2) the largest clusters in B(n) \ B(n - k) and B(n - 
k) \ B(n - 2k), respectively. 
Fact 3. I f  F(O) > Pc, there exist Ci and C2 such that 
P(An(1) --~ An(2) in B(n) \B (n  - 2k))~> 1- Cl exp(-Cen). (17) 
Finally, let x be any vertex in OB(n - k). 
Fact 4. I f  F(O) > Pc, there exists r 1 > 0 which does not depend on n such that 
P(x ---+An in B(n) \ B (n -  k ) )~ l .  (18) 
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Now we return to first passage percolation. Let {?n} be all routes of Co,n. By using 
the facts above, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. I f  F(O) > Pc, then there exist C3 and Ca such that 
P(V7 E {7m} with 7 7 ~ eg)---<C3 exp( -Ca(m)) .  (19) 
Proof. Since F(0)  > Pc, we can take k large such that F (0)  > pc(k -  1, d). For any 
integer m with m > 2k, let Dm be the event that the following two conditions satisfy: 
(i) there exist unique largest clusters with X(e) = 0 in B(m) \ B(m - k) ..... 
B (m- jk )  \ B (m-  k( j  + 1)) respectively, where j is the smallest number such that 
k( j+  1) > ~; 
(ii) each two such clusters in B(m - ik ) \B (m- i (k+ 1 )) and B(m- i (k+ 1 ) ) \B (m-  
i(k + 2)) are connected by a path with X(e) = 0 inside B(m - ik) \ B(m - i(k + 2)). 
Furthermore let ~m be the event that besides (i) and (ii) the following condition 
also satisfies: 
(iii) The unique largest cluster in B(m) \  B (m-  k) is connected to eg(m) by a path 
with X(e)= 0 inside Z d \B (m-  k), where eg(m) is the cluster contained in eg inside 
Z d \ B(m). On the event ~m let egi, i = 0, 1 ..... j ,  be the unique largest cluster with 
X(e) = 0 in B(m - ik) \ B(m - (i + 1 )k), respectively. Clearly, by the difinition of ~,~ 
j >~Cm and egi N OB(m - ik ) • O. 
On the other hand, by Facts 1-3 there exist constants C1 and C2 such that 
P(Dm) >'P(~m) >~ 1 - C1 exp(-C2m).  (20) 
It follows from (20) that 
P(V7 E {7,n} with 7 -/-* eg) ~<P(V7 E {Ym} with 7 7 ¢+ eg,~m) -}- C1 exp( -C2m)  
= ~-~P({V(7m-k)} = F, g 7 E {~'m} with 7 7 ~ eg,~m) 
F 
+C1 exp ( -C2m),  (21) 
where V(Tm-k) is the set of {Tm-k}N3B(m-k), which are the end vertices of each route 
of  CO,m-k, and the sum takes over all F which is a vertex set in OB(m-k). On the event 
~m suppose that there exists a Vo E v(Tm-k) such that Vo ---+ ego in B(m) \B(m-k)  by 
a path A with X(e) = 0. Note that travel along A will cost no time and eo, m >>-Co, m-k so 
that we can construct a route R of Co, m by a route of CO,m-k with vo as its end vertex, 
and a part of A U ego from vo to OB(m). In addition, note that ego ---+ eg(m), eg(m) C eg 
and eg is unique so that R + eg. Then on the event Dm {gy E {y,~} with 7 7 & eg} will 
imply that Vvo E v(Fm-k) with Vo 74 ego in B(m) \  B (m-  k). The same argument also 
shows that on event Dm {g7 E {~',n} with 7 74 eg} will imply that V 7 E {Tin-k} with 
7 7 4 egi in B(m - k) for i = 1 ..... j .  Therefore, the first sum in the right side of (21) 
is less than 
~-~P({V(Tm_k)}=F, 'qyE{Ym_k} with 7 74 egi in B(m -k )  for i=1  ..... j,D,n, 
F 
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F 74 c~0 in B(m) \ B(m - k)) 
~ZP({V(Ym-k)}=I~,VTE{Ym k} with 2 74 gi in B(m -k )  
F 
for i = 1, ...,j, Dm-k, 
F 74 ~'0 in B(m) \B(m -k ) ) .  
Note that the events 
(22) 
{{v(ym-k)} = F, Vy E {Ym-k} with 7 74 cgi in B(m - k) for i = 1 ..... j, Dm-k} 
and 
{F :z~ cg 0 in B(m) \ B(rn - k))} 
depend on the random variables {X(e)} for e E Z a \B (m)  and e ~ B(m), respectively, 
so that the two events above are independent. Then the right side of (22) is equal to 
~P({v( ' fm-k)}=F,V ' /E{7 ,n  k} with y 74 (~i in B(m -k ) fo r  i= l  ...... l, Dm k)  
F 
P(K 74 <go in B(m) \ B(m - k)) 
<~ ZP({v(Tm-k)}  = F, V7 E {Ym-k} with y /4  ~i in B(m-k)  
F 
for i = 1 ..... j, Dm-k)(1 -- q) (by Fact 4) 
=P(Vy  C {Ym-k} with y 74 c~ in B(m -k )  for i = 1 ..... j, Om k)(1 -- r/).(23) 
Iterating (23) by the same argument, we will have 
P(Vy C {Ym} with y 74 cK)~<(1 - q)m/2k + CI exp(-C2m). (24} 
Therefore, Lemma 1 is proved. 
For l < m denote by rzm the piece of rm from v to ~B(m), where rm is a route 
of  CO, m and v is the first vertex that r m crosses 3B(I) if one goes along rm from the 
origin to ~B(m). Let 
W(rn) = inf{k "Ve E Yk, m with X(e)  = 0 for all rm}. 
Lemma 2. / f  F(0) > Pc, there exist constants C1 and C2 such that 
P(.~(m)>~I)<~ C1 exp(-C2/) .  (25) 
Proof. Let rl be a route of  c0j. I f  {rz} --~ cg, note that {rt} are the paths from the 
origin to c3B(1) which cost passage time c0,t so that each route of CO, m also costs 
passage time Coj. In other words, each route of C<m follows one of {rl} from the 
origin to ?~B(1) and then uses a piece path with X(e)  = 0 from ~B(l) to ~B(m). 
Therefore, if {rz} --~ c~, ~(m)  < l occurs. Then it follows from Lemma 1 that (25) 
will hold. [] 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Since F(0)  > Pc, we then can choose k large such that F(0) > 
pc(k -  1,d) by (12). Note that travel along the bonds in cg costs no time. Therefore, 
if we denote by v the first intersection vertex of  cg and rn for some route r, of  c0,n, 
then the rest of  rn after v has to stay in cg. In addition, if Irn \ cgl ~>m, then rn cannot 
ml/d ml/d ml,'d 
intersect cg inside B(2~rV) since IB (27v)  [ = m, where we assume that 2~v is an 
ml/d m TM ml/d 
integer, otherwise we can always use [2~rvJ instead of 2~v- Let 2~v = l. As we 
proved in Lemma 2 if {v(rl)} is connected to oo by a path with X(e) = 0, then 
~-(m) < I. Then the piece of  r, from B(I) to B(n) has to be with X(e) -- 0 for 
each route r,. Therefore, if both {[rn \ g[ >~m} and {v(rl/2)--+ c~} occur, then E(I, ~) 
occurs. 
P(lr~ \ ~l>m) 
<<.P(Irn \ ~[ >.m, 3rl/2 E {rl/2} with rl/2 --+ ~) 
+P(Vrl/2 E {rl/2} with rt/2 7 & cg) 
<~P(E( I ,~) )  +C3exp(-C4m '/a) (by Lemma 1) 
<~ C1 exp(-C2m 1/a) + C3 exp(-C4m l/a) (by (13)). (26) 
Therefore, Theorem 1 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Here we only show the existence of a route for a0,n. The proof 
works also for the existence of routes of  bo, n. Let A m be the event that there is no 
route for a0,n in B(m), where m is an integer at least larger than 4n. Denote by Z(m, n) 
the event that cg connects both vertices of  {rm} and {rm(n)} inside B(m) respectively, 
where {rm} are all routes of  Co, m~2 and {rm(n)} are all routes from (n,0 ..... 0) to 
(n,O ..... O) + c3B(m/2). By the translation invariance, (13) and Lemma 2, there are 
constants C1 and C2 such that 
P(Z(m, n))~> 1 - C1 exp(-C2m).  (27) 
On the event Z(n, m), let A be a path with X(e) = 0 from one route rm to one route 
r,~(n). Clearly, 
ao, n <~t(rm) + t(rm(n)) + t(A) = t(rm) + t(rm(n)). (28) 
On the other side, for each configuration w E Am, 
a0,,(w) = inf{t(r)  : r a path from the origin to (n,0 ..... 0) but r ¢ B(m)}. 
In other words, on the event A,, we need only to focus on the paths from the origin 
to (n,0,...,0) which cross OB(m). For each such path r 
t(rm) + t(rm(n))~t(r). (29) 
Then taking inf on both sides of  (29), we have 
t(rm) + t(rm(n))~ ao,,. (30) 
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By (28) and (30) on the event Am NZ(m, n), we can construct a route of a0,~ by using 
rm, A and rm(n). However, the route constructed above certainly stays in B(m). This 
would contradict he assumption of Am. Then Am N Z(n, m) = (3. Therefore, 
P(Am) <~P(Am NZ(n, m)) + P(Z(n, m) c) <~ C1 exp(-C2m). (31) 
Then the Borel-Cantelli lemma will imply the existence of a route of ao.,, in a finite 
box. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Here we show (5) as follows. As in the proof of Theorem 2 we 
can construct a route R of ao, n by using rt and r~(n) for any m on the event Z(n, l), 
m TM 
where ~ = I. By Lemma 2, on event Z(n, l) for any e E R but outside of B(l) and 
(n,O ..... O) + B(l), then X(e) = O. Therefore, on event Z(n, l) f-I {irm \ ~'1 ~>m}, then 
E(l, I/2) occurs. By (32) and (18), 
P(~ a route r of a0,n with [r \ (([ >~m) 
~<P(3 a route r of ao,, with Ir \ ~[ >~m,Z(n, l)) + C1 exp(-C:m l/a) 
<.P(E(I, 1/2) + C1 exp(-C2m b'a) 
<. C3 exp(-C4ml/a ). (32) 
(5) is proved. (6) can be proved by the same argument of the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Denote by K~(z) the smallest K > 1 such that there is a path 
with X(e) = 0 in Z a from the boundary of z + [ -K ,K]  d to cxD. 
Let rn(z) be one of the routes of T(z,z + OB(n)). We denote by K2(z) the smallest 
m > Kl(Z) which satisfies the following: 
(i) Any two paths with X(e) = 0 from boundary z + [-KI,K1] d to boundary 
z + [-m,m] a have to be connected by a path with X(e) = 0 inside z + {[-m,m] a \ 
[-K1, Kl ]d }. 
(fi) there exists a route rm(z) such that any path with X(e) = 0 from the boundary 
of z + [-K1 (z), K1 (z)] a to the boundary of z + [-m, m] d and rm(Z) have to be connected 
by a path with X(e) = 0 inside z + {[-re, m] a \ [-KI,K1]d}. If we can show that 
E/<2~a(,,o,o..o) = e/<~d(o,o,o..o) < ~,  (33) 
it follows from a subadditive argument (see the proof of Theorem 2 in Zhang (1993)) 
that (7) holds. To show (33), the method in Zhang (1993) is as follows. By a result 
in Kesten (1986), 
T((O .... O),OB(n))<~ x/~ (34) 
with a probability larger than 1 - C1 exp(-Czn 1/2) when F(0) > Pc. If X(e) only 
takes values 1 or 0, then any route has at least a piece with X(e) = 0 from boundary 
of B((i + 1)-~ ~ + Kl) to the boundary of B(i~- + Kt) in 
B((i + l ) -~  -  + K1) \  B( i~ n- + K1) 
,3  
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for some 2v/-n~<i~<3v ~. Then (33) follows from (13) and Theorem 6.125 of in Grim- 
met (1989). However, the argument above may not be true if X(e) can take any 
non-negative values. Here we will show (33) as follows. Clearly, if {K2(0, ..., 0) > 
n} f) {KI(0 ..... 0)4  n} 2 occurs, then 
E n either {3~,/2 such that 7n/2 74 cg} or (n, ~) occurs, 
where 7n/2 is a route of co, n/2. By Theorem 6.126 in Grimmet (1989) if F(0) > Po 
there exist C1 and Cz such that 
P(K1(O ..... O) > n)<~C1 exp(-C2n). (35) 
By Lemma 2 and (13), there exist Ci, i = 1,2, 3, 4, such that 
P(K2(0) > n)~<Clexp -C2~ +P KI(0)~<~,K2(0) > n 
~<C, exp( -c ,n~ "2 /  + C3 exp(-C4n). (36) 
(33) is proved. [] 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let rn(z) be a route of T(z,z + OB(n)) and 
An(z) = {3 a route rn(z) of T(z,z + OB(n)) such that rn(z)A cg # 0 in z + B(n)}. 
By Lemma 2 and (19), there exist C1 and C2 such that 
P(An(z)) >~ 1 - C1 exp(-Czn). (37) 
Let 0 and n represent (0 ..... 0) and (n, 0 ..... 0). On the event An/2(O) • An/2(n), 
ao,, <~ T(O, OB(n/2)) + T(n,n + OB(n/2)). 
Clearly, by (37) and the translation invariance there exist C and Cl such that 
Eao, n <~ 2ET(0, OB(n/2)) + ClnaEX(e) exp(-Cn). (38) 
Therefore, (38) implies that 
lira sup Eao, n <<. 2Ep(F). 
On the other hand, since any route of a0,n has to cross OB(n/2) and n + OB(n/2), then 
T(O, OB(n/2)) + T(n, n + OB(n/2)) <.ao, n. (39) 
This will imply that 
2Ep(F) <<. lim inf Eao, n. 
The first equation in (8) is proved. 
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TO show limEbo,, =- Ep(F), we note that limb0,~ exists. We let Pb represent the 
limit. We can use the same argument above to show that 
2 lira Eao,~ = Epb. 
By the monotone convergence theorem, 
lim Ebo.n = Ep(F). 
The second equation in (8) is also proved. 
For any x E Z d, limET(0, nx) = 2Ep(F)  follows from the same proof of (8). 
Now we show (9) by the following idea from Thereom 7.1 (b) in Kesten (1986) 
(note that Theorem 7.1 (b) in Kesten (1986) only proved the tightness of ao.,, when 
F(0) > ½). For each n, by (32), there exist C~ and C2 such that 
P(Z(m, n))>~ 1 - C1 exp(-C2m). (40) 
On the event Z(m, n), it follows from the proof of Theorem 2 that 
ao.n <~ t(rm) + t(rm(n)). (41) 
Let 
61 = {t(rm)<,L} and ~z={t(rm(n))<~L} 
for some L > 0. Then 
P(ao, n<<- 2L) ~ P(g l  [~ ~2 NZ(m, n)) 
~> P(g l  N ~2) - P(Z(m,  n) c)  
) P (~ l  N g2) -- C1 exp(-C2m).  (42) 
Both gx and g2 are decreasing events and by the symmetry they have the same prob- 
ability. By the FKG inequality or the square root trick (see Grimmet, 1989, Section 
9.7) and (42), 
P(ao.n <~ 2L) >/- [l - (1 - P(co, m ~L) l /2 ]  2 - C1 exp(-C2m). (43) 
Since Co, m <~ p(F)  and p(F)  is bounded from Theorem 5 (a) above, then the required 
tightness follows by letting L -~ oc. 
To show the first equation in (10) let L~,, be the segment from (m, 0 ..... 0) to 
(n,0 ..... 0) along the first coordinate axis. It follows from the ergodic theorem that 
P(Ct;NLm, n v ~ 13) -~  1 as n -m ---+ w.  We pick the largest l such that (l,0 ..... 0) 6 
N Lm, n if %1 OLm, n • 13. For each configuration w in the event {~ n L,~,n ¢ 13} N An(0), 
then 
co, n(w) = ao, l(w) (44) 
It fi)llows from (37) and the ergodic theorem that 
P ({~ ~ L~,2~ ¢ 0}, A,(0) i.o.) = 1. 
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Then 
l iminf a0,n <~p(F) a.s. 
Clearly, by (39) 
l iminf a0,n >>.p(F) a.s. 
The first equation in (10) is proved. 
To show the second equation in (10) let J//(z) be the event that X(e)>~t > 0 for 
each e E z + B(M), where t is a constant which does not depend on M. By the law 
of large number theorem, 
P(M(z) i. o.)--- 1, (45) 
where z = (l, O, ...0). Clearly for each configuration in J/g(l,O ..... O) 
a0,l >~ Mt. 
This implies that 
lim sup ao, l >>- Mt a.s. 
The second equation in (10) is proved since M can be chosen arbitrary large. 
The last equation in (10) follows from 
pb(F)>~p(F) and Epb(F) = Ep(F). 
Then Theorem 5 is proved. [] 
Proof of Properties. We show (a) as follows. By the monotone convergent theorem 
Ep(F)k= lim Ecko,,. (46) 
n ----+ OO 
Let ./l be the indicator of the event that there exists a path with X(e) = 0 from the 
OB(l) to ~ but no such path from OB(k) to cx~ with k < l. Since F(0) > Pc, then 
~i :1  i= l .  
oo 
Eco, n k = ~ E(co, n)kJl 
/=1 
/=1 \ eEB(I) 
Let It be the indicator of the event that there does not exist a path with X(e) = 0 
from a vertex of B(l)  to co. Then It is decreasing (see the definition of the decreasing 
or the increasing function in Grimmet (1989, Section 2.1). Furthermore, by Theorem 
1 in Kesten and Zhang (1990) or Theorem 6.126 in Grimmet (1989), there exist C1 
and C2 such that 
EII <~ C~ exp(-C2/).  (48) 
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On the other 
Eco,,, k = 
~< 
~< 
~< 
~< 
where M is a 
then 
hand, (~e~(~)X(e)) k is increasing. By the FKG inequality, 
oo 
E(co, n)kJl 
l= l  
oc k 
Z E(  Z X(e)) .It 
I= l  \ eEB( l )  
ec  k 
ZE(  Z X(e)) 1' 
I= l  \ eEB( I )  
:~c k 
~E(  ~ X(e)) Eb 
1.-I \ eCB( I )  
12dk ~. E(X(e)) C1 exp(-C21) (by (48)) 
/=1 
M < c2c, (49) 
constant which does not depend on n. Combining with (46) and (49), 
Ep(F) k < oc. (50) 
Property (a) is proved. 
The proofs of Properties (b) and (c) are trivial. 
Finally, let us show (d). Let Fn(O) J, F(O). Then we show that Ep(F~) T Ep(F). Let 
X~(e) and X(e) be two random variables with distributions F~ and F. Then we couple 
X~ and X in the following way. Let X~ = 0 if X = O. Furthermore, if X = 1, let 
f . (0 )  - F (0 )  
0 with probability 
2(,, = f (1 )  
1 with probability Fn(l_ )) (51) 
F(1) '  
Clearly, Xn has a distribution F,, and X,(e)~X(e). Let T(O,m) and T,,(O,m) be the cor- 
responding first passage time from (0, ..., 0) to CB(n) with X(e) and X,(e), respectively. 
By the couping of  X, and X, 
ET,(O, m) <,ET(O, m). (52) 
On the event Jl = 1 (see the definition of Jl in the proof of Theorem 5 (a)) there 
exists a path R with X(e) = 0 from CB(I) to oo. By (51), X,(e) = 0 for e ~ R. 
Let rm be a route of T(O,m). Then by the proof of Lemma 2, on the event .ll = 1, 
X~(e) = X(e) = 0 for e E rm C~ {B(m) \ B(/)}. Note also that X(e)<~ 1 so that on the 
event J1 --- 1 
ET(O, m) J~ <~ d(2l) d. ( 53 ) 
Let rt(n) be a route with passage time T,(0, l). Also, let t/ = ~_,~(,)X(e) for the 
route rl(n). Clearly, on the event Jl = 1 
T(O,m)<~tl. 
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Then 
ET(0, m) - ET,(0, m) = 
oo 
~E(T(O,m) - T,,(O, m))Jl 
l=1 
i oo 
<~ ~-~ E(tl - Tn(O, l))Jt + Z E(r(O,m))Jt 
l=1  l=i 
i oo 
<<" Z E Z (X(e)-Xn(e))+~-~d(2l)dC1 exp( -C2l )  
l=l ecB(I) l=i 
(by (48) and X(e)~ 1) 
oo 
<~ d(2i)a+2(Fn(O) -F (0 ) )+~-~ d(2l)aCl exp(-C2/) .  
l=i 
Given e > 0, we can choose a large i such that 
0<3 
d(2l)aC1 exp( -C2 l )  ~< e. 
l=i 
Then we choose N large such that 
d(2i)d+2(Fn(O) -- F(0))  ~< e
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
whenever n > N. By (54)- (56)  
ET(O,m) - ETa(O, m) <~ 2e 
for all m when n > N. It will imply that 
lim Ep(Fn) T Ep(F). (57) 
Now we show if Fn(O) T F(0), then Ep(Fn) ~ Ep(F). We first couple {Xn} in the 
following way: 
IfXn-1 = 0, then Xn(e) = 0. Furthermore, if Xn-l(e) = 1, then 
F ._ l (0 )  - Fn(0) 
0 with probability 
X.(e) = F.(1)  
1 with probability F~_I(1) (58) 
Fn(1) 
for n = 1 ..... e<z. We also couple X and Xn in the following way: 
IfXn(e) = 0, then X(e)= 0. Furthermore, i fXn(e)= 1, then 
F(0)  - F . (0)  
0 with probability F~(0) ' 
X(e) = F(1) (59) 
1 with probability Fn(1)" 
By our coupling, X(e) and X.(e) have the distributions F and Fn, and X(e) <~X.(e) <~ 
X~+l(e) for each n. Since F~(0) T F(0) and F(0)  > Pc, then we can choose N such 
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that F;,(0) > Pc when n)N.  Let .N(m, n) be the event .N(m) with X,,(e) instead of 
X(e)  (see the definition in Lemma 2). By Lemma 2 there exist CI and C2 such that 
P(.~(m, N)  >~ 1) ~ CI exp(-C21). (60) 
By our coupling in (58) 
P (.N(m, n) >~ l) <<. P(.N(m, N ) ~< C1 exp(-C21), (61) 
when n>~N. Let rm(X,,) be any route of T,À(O,m) for n > N. By our coupling in (59), 
X,,(e) = 0 for e E rm(X,,) will imply that X(e)  = 0. It follows from the same argument 
of  (54) that 
E(T,,(0, m); .Y(n, m) = l )~d(2 l )  a. (62) 
Let r,. be a route with passage time T(0, 1). Also, let tl(n) = ~,.~,. X,,(e) for the route 
r/. Clearly, on the event .~-(m, n) = l 
T,,(0, m) <~ t/(n). 
Then for m > N 
E[T,,(O, m) - T(0, m)] 
m 
= ~ E[(T,,(0, m) - T(O, m)); J~(m,n) = l] 
1=0 
(note that ~P( .e f (m,n)  = /) = 1) 
/=0  
<~ E[(t/(n) - T(0, l)); J (m,n)  -- l] + ~ E[(T,,(O, m)); .N(m,n) = l] 
/ =0 I=i 
i nl 
<~ 2~ E Z (X,,(e) - X(e)) + ~ d(2l)dC, exp(-C2l) 
/=0  eCB(I)  I=t 
(note that C1 and C2 only depend on N by (57)) 
m 
<~ d(2i)d+2(F(O) - F,,(0)) + Z d(2l)dG exp(-C2l ) .  
I=i 
We first choose a large i such that 
(63) 
Zd(2 l )dC i  exp( C2/)~& 
I=i 
Then we choose n large such that 
d(2i) d+ 2(F(0) - F,,(0)) ~ c. 
(64) 
(65) 
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Finally let m ~ oo. Then we show that 
Ep(F,,) .L Ep(F) as Fn(0) T F(0). (66) 
Now for a general sequence {Fn(0)} which satisfies F,,(0) ~ F(0) there exists a 
monotone decreasing sequence {F~,(0)} which converges to F(0) if there exist in- 
finitely many F,,, such that F,,i(O)>~F(O ) (see Bartle, 1976, exercise 16 C). For any 
F(O)<<.Fj(O)<~Fni(O), by Property (b) 
Ep(F(O) >~ Ep(Fj(O)) >~ Ep(Fni (0)). 
Similarly, we can discuss that there exist infinitely many F~ i such that Fn,(O)<~F(O). 
By (57) and (66) then we show that 
Ep(Fn) ---+ Ep(F) as n ~ oc. 
Property (d) is proved. [] 
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